ii This thesis is an extension of the work of Button and Rogge, in which is considered the non-lihear sloshing problem for a cylinder of elliptical cross section. In particular, the stability of the non-linear motion in the neighborhood of the lowest natural frequency is examined.
The results arrived at by proceeding in a manner analogous to that of Button vary considerably from his. Button was able to show the existence of two types of stable motion, whereas the corresponding analysis for the elliptical cylinder predicts only one type of stable motion.
A numerical example is considered in this paper for a tank similar to that of Button's experimental model. However, the numerical results obtained were greatly restricted by the numerical values presently available for the functions needed to describe the motion. For the elliptical cylindrical tank the natural course is to express the problem in terms of elliptical cylinder coordinates (u, v, z), where
Here u>_0, 0^v<_27r and C is a positive constant. If the boundary of the tank is specified by u = u^ the elliptical cross section will have as its major and minor axes 2 C cosh and 2 C sinh respectively. The eccentricity of the ellipse will then he sech u^. Equation 2.1 then "becomes
where the original depth of the fluid is given "by -h.
There exist two segments of the wetted surface: the side of the tank and the "bottom of the tank./ Consider first the side, given hy u = u^, 0 ^ V ^ 27r, and -h < z < n-Here has the components
where a = C cosh u and "b = C sinh u , the semi-major and semi-minor axis o o of the ellipse, respectively. Equation 2.3 then becomes G A n2 = -"bu^ cosv -aUg sin v-"bzco^ cos v+ azw^ sin vsin. 2v 2.9
On ±he "bottom-of the tank, given hy 0 ^"u <_ u^, 0 _< v _< 2Tr, and z = -h, the normal has the components = 0, Vg = 0, = -1.
2.10
Thus Equation 2.3 "becomes 1^ = -u^ -0 sinh" u sin v + C cosh u cos v 2.11
On z = n(u,v,0),the quiescent free surface, the unit exterior normal has the components n^ = n^ = 0, n^ = 1.
2.12
Therefore, from Equations 2.2, 2.4, and 2.12 the first boundary condition Thus, in terms of i{j, the motion of à fluid contained in the elliptical cylindrical tank whose elliptical cross section has major axis 2a and minor axis 2h is described "by the following partial differential equation subject to the given boundary conditions:
On z =Ti, --u_ -2 C to sinh u sin v + 2 C io_ cosh u cos v + cosh^ 2u cos^ 2v) -(sinh 2u sin 2v ^ + cosh 2u cos 2v -^) .
2.20
The free surface is one of the unknowns, "but it may he eliminated 
cosh 2u cos 2t) + * ^vz^rt * ^^vtz' * ^zz^zt ^z^ztz
2
•" ""s^zz + ^3«zfr-' ^ (ztz (zz ^1 * & '"b^UZ +^3^tz) 
where the functions \b and X for each value of n, satisfy the differential n n equations describing the linear harmonic boundary value problem for the tank.
To find the natural frequencies and the normal modes consider the linearized problem with assumed harmonic oscillations (2). This motion is described by the following equations.: 
2.37
and are then ' chosen as In the above limits q approaches zero as e approaches zero. Using these results it is clear that in the limit as e approaches zero and will only involve the product cos 9^(r) . How ever, to obtain the solution for the circular cylinder it is necessary to also obtain terms of the form sinSJ^(r) in the lowest mode since these terms appeared in that solution with non-zero coefficients.
. 
The generalized coordinates are then 
2.50
The coefficient of e contains sinwt, sin2wt, sinSwt, coswt, cos2tot, and cosSut. Consistent .vith the approximation used throughout, it is assumed that only the first harmonic terms need vanish. The first harmonic terms form a lengthy expression which is shown in the Appendix. 
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VIII. APPENDIX
Since the free-surface height n is an unknown in the problem, it is desirable to replace the two free-surface conditions described by Equa '"^t '"' °3 * "2 * "3*2 * 2 "1 ~ "3"! " ™3°4 " * "5' 
